Company Name:

Shakespeares Landscapes Ltd

Primary Trade:

Gardens - Landscaping

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Niv Linda Brakha

Full Address:

40 Orchard Way Barnham
Bognor Regis

Postcode:

PO22 0HY

Contact Telephone:

01243 553083

Contact Email:

lindabrakha@yahoo.co.uk

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.shakespeareslandscapes.co.uk

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07879 460364

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Disability Adaptations
Driveways / Tarmac / Paving
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Fencing
Gardens - Landscaping
Interior Design
Sheds/Garden Buildings
Tree Surgery / Arboriculture
Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

13

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
20-Aug-2019

While recovering from a very bad fall and a long period
of family trauma, the storm in August brought down
two of my fence panels and a post. I found Niv and
Linda via Buy with Confidence encouraged by such
good feedback there. I phoned and they came straight
away to my assistance and to give a quote, the fencing
replace the following week. I was very impressed with
such wonderful service, the quality of the works and
the calm / can do attitude of Niv and his team.

18-Jun-2019

From the planning stage to completion the knowledge
and expertise was evident. Vision of the finished patio
enabled us to have a design that we could not have
envisaged by ourselves. The team worked hard and
were always professional and friendly. We would
recommend this company. Many thanks. We are
delighted.

14-Mar-2019

This is an excellent , experienced, family run company
to have create a garden for you. From the expertise in
design and knowledge of both hard and soft
landscaping by the owners ,Niv and Linda , to the
craftsmanship of their lovely team you are in good
hands . Having moved to a new build we required a
complete garden project with patios, raised borders , a
pergola ,shed and a lawn. Linda and Niv listened to our
vision for the garden and created a plan which far
exceeded our expectations. The final garden is
beautiful , planted for interest and colour all year round
and set off with beautiful sandstone patios and path.
The quality is evident from every aspect of the garden
and the water globe , gently bubbling which they
suggested provides us the very best of finishing
touches . Happy!

20-Nov-2018

Linda and Niv immediately inspired us with their insight
knowledge and extensive experience as well as
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offering a different perspective on what we had in mind
for our landscaping. The tradesmen used were clearly
of a high standard of skill, polite hard working and neat
& tidy. Linda and Niv continued in dialogue with us
throughout the project in order to ensure that we were
happy with progress and to offer constructive advice as
necessary which proved very beneficial. The end result
vindicated our choice to use Shakespeares â we
have a beautifully landscaped garden which we are
extremely pleased with and look forward to enjoying
for many years to come. We would totally recommend
Shakespeares to anyone looking to have a landscaping
project done based on our experience
29-Nov-2017

The attention Linda and Niv gave to our gardens was
superb, I would recommend anyone to use them.
Fantastic communication from start to finish, these
guys know exactly what their talking about.

24-Oct-2017

When I moved into my property the back garden was
rather neglected and overgrown. Similarly the front
garden, with the driveway a mixture of surfaces and a
grass bank being difficult to keep tidy. Shakespeares
Landscapes helped to redesign both and then
transformed them into beautiful, easy to maintain
gardens, with driveway, paths and lawn, in which it is a
pleasure to work and relax. Their commitment to
customer satisfaction is second to none and their staff
are a pleasure to have on site. Always courteous and
working in a tidy and dedicated fashion. I would have
no hesitation in recommending this company.

17-Dec-2016

Friendly and professional family run company giving an
excellent service from garden design to completed
landscaping with helpful advice and good quality
workmanship.

13-Dec-2016

Linda and Niv helped us design the garden by giving
excellent thoughtful and meaningfully related
suggestions based on our description of what we
wanted. They then designed it and the team came in
and carried out the design to a very high standard. Cut
edges and stonework was aligned precisely showing
attention to detail. Linda then suggested planting and
carried out, and had no problem making changes we
suggested afterwards. The finished garden is lovely
and we are very happy with the end product. Everyone
was considerate, warm, and professional throughout.
The site was kept tidy and cleaned up after the job was
finished. I wouldn't hesitate to recommend them to
others.

16-Nov-2016

The level of service was very good. My "new garden" is
a job well done!Linda and Niv are very helpful. The
work was completed to a very high standard and in a
very tidy way. All the team were very polite.

21-Jul-2016

Work was completed around weather delays to
generally good standard. Errecting the shed was
difficult but it was completed in reasonable time. Grass
area was prepared well and has bedded in well.
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06-Jun-2016

All members of the team were patient, helpful and
charming throughout the process  absolutely great
customer service. In addition the standard of
workmanship has been first class. Site was left tidy
every evening, there was minimal disruption and
inconvenience despite the scale of the work. We now
have a wonderful garden!

29-Apr-2016

Linda and Niv were friendly,accommodating and
provide a very good service.Niv and his team worked
hard and were considerate at all times...we absolutely
love our new garden,and the Indian sandstone is quite
beautiful. I would not hesitate to recommend them to
anyone,thank you.

14-Apr-2016

Very prompt reply to request for quotation for the
work, and work started shortly after quote was
accepted. Replacement fence erected in four days, in
showery weather, and the result is a joy to behold. My
neighbour and I are very pleased with the appearance
and quality of the work, and I will certainly contact
Shakespeare's Landscapes first, for my next
landscaping task.
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